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Abstract- uadratic Assignment Pro lem AP  is nown as one of the most difficult com inatorial optimi ation pro lems that

is classified in the category of NP hard pro lems. uadratic Assignment Pro lem Li rary APLI  is a full data ase of APs

which contains several pro lems from different authors and different si es. Many e act and meta heuristic solution methods have

een introduced to solve AP. In this study we focus on previously introduced solution methods of AP e.g. ranch and ound

, Simulated Annealing SA  Algorithm, reedy Randomi ed Adaptive Search Procedure RASP  for dense and sparse APs.

The codes of RTRAN for these methods were downloaded from APLI . All pro lems of APLI  were solved y the a ove

mentioned methods. Several results were o tained from the computational e periments part. The Results show that the ranch and

ound method is a le to introduce a feasi le solution for all pro lems while Simulated Annealing Algorithm and RASP methods

are not a le to find any solution for some pro lems. n the other hand, Simulated Annealing and RASP methods have shorter run

time comparing to the ranch and ound method. In addition, the performance of the methods on the o ective function value is

discussed.

Keywords: uadratic Assignment Pro lem, uadratic Assignment Pro lem Li rary, ranch and ound, Simulated Annealing,

reedy Randomi ed Adaptive Search Procedure

1.

The aim of Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is

to assign a set of given tas s (say set 1) to another set

of given tas s (say set 2) with a given assignment

cost benefit matrix in order to minimize maximize

total cost benefit of the assignments. This problem is

restricted to assign each tas  of set 1 to only one tas

of set 2 and also only one tas  of set 1 can be assigned

to each tas  of set 2 by the use of binary variables.

QAP has many applications in the real world where,

the aim is to assign a set of obs (set 1) to a set of

machines wor ers (set 2) with a given matrix including

cost of assignment of each ob to each machine wor er

in order to decrease the total assignment cost. The aim

is to assign a set of facilities (set 1) to a set of given

and fixed locations (set 2) with given flow matrix of

facilities and distance matrix of locations in order to

decrease the cost of assignment that is calculated by

multiplying the distance of a pair of location and the

flow between their related facilities for all possible

pairs of locations. In addition to the above mentioned

assignment problems, QAP may be used as a

mathematical formulation for the placement problem

of interconnected electronic components onto an

integrated circuit board or on an electronic microchip,

which is a part of computer aided design in the

electronics industry. QAP is an NP hard problem. The

Branch and Bound (B&B) method is a well nown

exact method for solving QAPs. The method is used in

most of optimization software e.g. Lingo, press,

plex, etc. This method can be more effective for

solving QAPs where some linearization techni ues are

used to linearize the uadratic terms of ob ective

function. The methods were effective to reduce the

running time of the problem (see e et al. (2012))

1.1
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Koopmans and Bec mann in 1975 were the first

proposers of uadratic assignment problems as a

mathematical model connected to the location of

economic activities. After that it was shown in

difference practical application (Steinberg, 1961)

used the QAP to show the optimal placement of

computer element on the bac board wiring (Dic ey &

op ins, 1972) done the ampus building

arrangement by using QAP. (Francis & hite, 1974)

used QAP for assign some facilities (police posts,

supermar ets, schools and so on) to best location in

order to have the best service. The QAP is used to find

the best place for typewriter eyboard and control

panel by (Pollatsche , Gershoni, & Radday, 1976).

Quadratic assignment, as a general data analysis

strategy, is defined by ( ubert & Schulz, 1976).

(Elshafei, 1977) utilized the uadratic assignment

problem for the ospital planning. (Krarup & Pruzan,

1978) applied computer aided layout design to

archeology. also (Raba  & Sichman, 2003) and

(Miranda et al. 2005) studied the best place of

electronic elements. ( ess & Zeithofer, 2004) studied

On the phase coupling  problem between data memory

layout generation and address pointer assignment.

Generally, because of more benefit and importance of

QAP in different industry and place, a lot of papers

have pressed and new techni ues for these problems

created until now and will be continue in future.

1.2

Two general algorithms usually are used for solving

optimization problems and specially QAP. The first

one is exact algorithm and the second algorithm is

heuristic. The most important strategies of these two

methods can be explained in a short way as follows.

The rest of the algorithms were not used in this pro ect

and mentioned only in order to show the vast

application of QAP. The following are some exact

algorithm that is used for solving QAP in optimization

problem.

� The

B&B is one of the well nown and most

fre uently used methods for solving this ind

of optimization problems.

�  This

algorithm is used for some special instances

that the flow matrix (matrix B) is the

ad acency matrix of a tree. ( hristofides &

Benavent, 1989) were the first introducers

that studied and used this algorithm to the

relaxed instances. After that this algorithm

was improved and ( rban, 1998) used the

framewor of dynamic programming to

obtain an optimal solution procedure.

� tt a e a or t Bazaraa and

Sherali in 1979 were the first introducer of

this algorithm that at the beginning did not

give a good result. This algorithm only used

to small size of problems by (Kaufman &

Broec x, 1978) and (Bur ard & Bonniger,

1983). In two decades later for solving on

computer motherboard design problem used

Bender decomposition method by (Miranda,

Luna, Mateus, & Ferreira, 2005).

� It is a modified

version of the B&B idea. First it was applied

by (Padberg & Rinaldi, 1991) for solving

symmetric matrices. ( unger & Kaibel, 2000,

2001a,b) and (Blanchard, Elloumi, Faye, &

ic er, 2003) were some of the researchers

that improved and applied this algorithm.

1.3

The heuristic method does not assure that the best

solution achieved is optimal or not. This algorithm is

classified in three parts  The first one is a constructive

method that first time proposed by  (Gilmore, 1962)

and in the future developed and used by some other

researchers as (Ar in, assin, & Sviriden o, 2001)

(Gutin & eo, 2002). The second class is a limited

enumeration that assures the obtain solution value is

optimum if that obtain value go to the end of the

enumerative procedure. The third and last class of

heuristic algorithms that includes most of the

Quadratic Assignment Problems is improvement

methods. The procedure of this method is parallel with

the local search method, and it starts with a feasible

solution and attempt to ma e it better (Mills, Tsang, &

Ford, 2003). The heuristic algorithms were ust used

for particular numerical problem before 1990s.

owever, at the end of 1990s some general algorithms

were introduced and it is named metaheuristics.

Several of most important techni ues that were used in

assignment problem field are as follow

� This

is one of the good and useful methods for

solving NP hard problems, li e as QAP. The

SA method is a metaheuristic optimization

method to solve combinatorial optimization

problems. This method was introduced by

(Kir patric  et al. 1983).

� e et c A or t s  for QAP classified in

two phases, the first phase is finding the

starting population by saving the best solution

of each iteration. And the second phase is

using   Genetic Algorithms to achieve the

optimal solution. For more information about
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the genetic procedure can see the published

paper about this algorithm.

� Glover in 1977 was the first

introducer of this method for integer

programming instances. This method also

contains two phases, the first phase is

investigate a pleasant solution and called

initial phase and the evolutionary phase (the

second phase) is continue and repeat this

process until achieve to a stop criterion.

( ung, Mautor, Michelon, & Tavares, 1997)

studied and applied this method for the QAP

instances.

�  This algorithm is

used to integer programming problems.

Glover in (1989 a,b) was the researcher who

introduced this algorithm.

�

It is a good method

that mixes lot of favorable properties of other

heuristics. In GRASP can select number of

iterations as each iteration includes two steps,

a first one is construction and the second is

local search. Each iteration gives a special

solution and the best solution from all

iterations is selected for the final solution of

the main problem (Pardalos & rouse, 1989).

2.
2.1

In this method the solution status at any point is

described by an unexplored subset and the best

solution which founded so far. Only one subset exist

initially (say complete solution space) and the best

solution value obtained so far is infinity. The nodes in

search tree represent unexplored subspaces and they

contain the root initially. Three main step of iteration

can be classified as   hoosing the node, computing the

bound and final branching. Figure 1  represent the first

step and initial condition ( lausen, 1999). The

procedure continues with choosing the next node. The

first action will be branching if sub problem selected

according to the bound value. For each subspace which

had single solution we eep this solution and then

ma e comparison with the current solution and save

the best one. If it does not contain any single solution,

bounding function calculation and comparison with

current best solution should be made. The subspace

can be discarded completely if it is founded that the

optimal solution cannot be reached through the

subspace, otherwise it must be saved ( lausen, 1999).

hen the solution space explored completely the

procedure ends and what saved in current best  will

be the optimal solution.

1  Illustration of the search space of B&B

Branch and Bound method for QAP classified in three

steps

� Single assignment problem ( (Gilmore, 1962) ,

(Lawler, 1963))

� Pair assignment algorithms ( (Gavett & Plyter,

1994), (Land, 1963), (Nugent, Vollmann, &

Ruml, 1969))

� Relative positioning algorithm

( (Mirchandani & Obata, 1979))

Roucairol in 1987 and Pardalos were the first

researchers who introduced B&B algorithms for

uadratic assignment problem, but they ust wor ed on

instances of size n  15. This algorithm was developed

further on in one decade later by many researchers,

such as (Gendronu & Grainic, 1994), (Feo & Resende,

1995) and ( Pardalos, Resende and Rama rishnan,

1995).

2.2

This algorithm has been applied to many layout

problems e.g. (Peng, uanchen, & Dongme, 1996) and

( ingwei, Ting, usheng, inlin, & Ming, 2012), etc.

The SA algorithm is based on randomization

techni ues and wor s as a probabilistic local search

method. Generally the SA applies an iterative

improvement algorithm to a predetermined initial

solution and its ob ective function value. The SA with

continues stage can be used to find and improve the

local optimization algorithm. Also we can achieve to

the local optimization algorithm by generating of all

solutions in the neighborhood of the current solution.

Local Search evaluates the neighbor according to the

optimization criterion and selects it if it is better than

the current solution, otherwise re ects the neighbor.

This procedure continues until that the all or maximum

number of the trials was chec ed and is not able to

improve the solution. The SA is differ from local
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optimization, in SA we can accept solution if it is

better than solution or worse than . It depends on

Boltzmann s law that uses to determine this

acceptance probability that is shown as follow (Singh

& Sharma, 2006)

The ob ective function value of the solutions obtained

by SA algorithm usually is close to optimal value. The

Simulated Annealing algorithm consists of the

following steps

Step 1  For first solution of SA we choose

initial solution i  randomly.

Step 2  An initial temperature should be

chosen ( 0).

Step 3 Then we should select the

temperature updating function i.e. cooling (or

annealing) schedule.

Step 4  The epoch length function should be

selected.

Step 5  Put temperature change counter (t)

and epoch length counter (l) e ual zero.

Step 6  By replacing two facilities compute

solution in the neighborhood of .

Step 7   ompute z

Step 8  If z go to step 9, otherwise

replace a with and go to step 10.

Step 9  If random ( 0 ,1 )   exp( then

Step 10  3 last step (7 to 9) repeat until l Q

(the maximum Q (the number of trial) for

which the temperature is t )

Step 11  Generate and find the next

temperature according to step 3 so that the

function will be change and again repeat step

6 till 9 for the new temperature.

Step 12  e should do all of steps again until

the stopping criteria becomes true.

In SA procedure b is a Botzmann s constant and

parameter, t is called temperature that can change

according to some annealing schedule and also <
< is the initial and is final temperatures

respectively). For using SA method four factors must

be selected  Initial temperature, Epoch length,

Annealing ( ooling) schedule and finally termination

criterion. (Singh & Sharma, 2006)

2.2.1

A great initial temperature introduced by (Kir patric ,

Gelatt r, & Vecchi, 1983) in optimizing by simulated

annealing article that with probability 8  most of the

solutions are accepted at the first stage of the SA

procedure.

2.2.2

If we assume be the epoch length parameter (i.e.

the amount of trials to be done with the same

temperature value). Some functions that refer to them

are as follows

onstant function constant (   0,1,2, ,Q)

Arithmetic function  constant (  

0,1,2, ,Q)

Geometric function (a 1 and constant,  

0,1,2, ,Q)

Exponential function (   0,1,2, ,Q)

Logarithmic function (a 1 and

constant,   0,1,2, ,Q)

2.2.3

A lot of functions for updating temperature are

available in literature, but sum of the most important

ones are as follows

Arithmetic function  constant (  

0,1,2, ,Q)

Geometric function ( 1,

  0,1,2, ,Q)

Inverse function (  

0,1,2, ,Q)

Logarithmic function (   0,1,2, ,Q)

2.2.4

In the literature lot of tests available and explained that

some of them are as follows

If we can t find any improvement in a certain amount

of iterations

If all of the iterations have been done

If the previously defined number of acceptance for a

given number of trials has not been obtained

If we reached the target temperature.

2.3

The GRASP procedure is shown on Figure 2

(Pardalos & rouse, 1989)

2  General case for GRASP pseudo code
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In row number one we have inputs that consists two

matrices, the flow matrix (F) and distance matrix (D).

The stopping criterion in line 2 is a maximum number

of iteration that we select or a solution value that we

are satisfied or anything else. Line 3 is the construction

step (shown in Figure 3) and line 4 is the local search

step of GRASP procedure. In line 5 records the best

solution until now and continue (Pardalos & rouse,

1989). Figure 3 illustrate the summary of construction

step. In this figure line 1 means that the construction

step start with empty solution. In line 3 create a

Restricted andidate list (R L). R L means a list of

best components, from that a selection will be created.

The selecting random elements from R L list is done

in line 4. In line 5 the new solution is considered as the

last solutions set with added s. The last elements

(without added s) are computed in the greedy function,

where the loop starting with a new R L will be

constructed.

3  GRASP construction step pseudo code

The construction step can be implemented in two ways,

one of them is sparse procedure and another one is

dense procedure. Both of these procedures have

similar function, but the most important thing is that

the sparse procedure is considerably faster rather than

dense procedure. This fasting is perceptible in our

computations.

2.3.1

Each QAP instance consists of two matrices

which are the flow matrix F  ( ) and the distance

matrix D ). is the transportation cost

between facilities i and  if they are assigned to

locations  and l.  and  are assumed the candidate

list restriction parameters. Then the distance matrix

elements classified in increasing order and flow matrix

element classified in decreasing order that shown as

follow

  

    

If is the minimum of elements and also

is the maximum of elements, the

corresponding cost is as follows

, ,  ,

These costs are classified in increasing order and the

cost corresponding to some couple assignment shown

with each element. In in this phase according to two

couple assignment, two selection elements ta e from

the previous cost set. For complete implementation

details about this phase can refer to (Li, Pardalos, &

Resende, 1994).

2.3.2

In this step the current solution (s) is improved by

investigating the neighborhood N(s) of that solution.

QAP include n permutation. First of all assume

is the difference between

permutation p and permutation  and

is the distance of this this two permutations.

For different problems, many different ways are

available to construct N(s).  Some of the general ones

are as follows (Li (1992))

The reasonable neighborhood size  could be possible

to investigate in the rational number of calculation.

Large variance in the neighborhood  show that the

maximum distance of all of the permutations is large if

a special neighborhood conclude all of the

permutations , . onnectivity in the

neighborhood  it means that the se uential of

permutation with small are available

while we moving from permutation

1 1 .

The exchange neighborhood is used for GRASP

local search, which is as follows

≤ 2 ≤ ≤
The initial permutation p is used to start the 

exchange local search, and then all of the permutations

generated by exchanging of  between each other. The

local optimum recorded according to the best

permutation. The size of this neighborhood is . If

2 then the neighbors are as follows

1 2 1 2 1
2 2 1 2 1

1 1 2 1 2
1 2 2 1

In loo ing for the neighborhood, the exchange local

search processing mentioned   above ceases when a

better solution is achieved, and starts penetrating in the

neighborhood until the most valued solution is found

at the same manner. The First Decrement search is

comparing to omplete Enumeration search, but
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omplete Enumeration chec s all of the solution in

neighborhood, and this procedure continues for the

best outcome is suggested as before. owever in both

case a neighborhood completely search (according to

solution). But in GRASP procedure generally the

initial permutation is in the good condition and the

local search ust search in few percent of the

neighborhood (Pardalos & rouse, 1989).

3.
3.1

In order to create a standard test set for QAP, in 1991

QAPLIB was established which is accessible for all

researchers and all QAP instances that were available

to the authors at that time, are included in it. Following

the huge positive feedbac  and continuing demands

from scientific community in 1994 Bu ard, Karisch

and Rendl provided a ma or update which was even

accessible through anonymous ftp as well. Many new

problem instances which were generated by

researchers for their own testing purposed, were

included in that update. In April 1996 QAPLIB was

updated again. On one hand this update reflected on

the big changes in electronic communication, which

means, QAPLIB became a orld ide eb site, the

QAPLIB ome Page. On the other hand, research

activities around QAP were increased so much that

another update was necessary and some recent (at that

time) dissertations were added to the library. Some of

the test instances were not solved optimally before, so

another update released in une 2000 which contained

new test instances and the optimal solutions for non

optimally solved old problems. The next update was in

anuary 2002 that again consists of new test instances

and improvements on the best nown feasible

solutions, especially test the instances did not achieve

to the optimal solution yet.

3.2

In this part we discuss the problem instances that are

available in the QAPLIB. The size of instances

are 12 ≤ ≤ 256, and four largest ones of size 128,

150(two instances) and 256. Instances of size < 12
are not considered in the QAPLIB, because this size of

problems can be solved so easily even without using

any software. The problems that solved in the QAPLIB

consists different parts

n  is the size of the instance

A and B  are distance and flow matrices

P  is a corresponding permutation

Sol  is an ob ective function value

Also the solution of the problems classified to two

groups

1) The problem instances where optimality is.

Their optimal permutation is also provided.

2) The problem instances where optimality is

not achieved. Their best nown feasible

solution and the gap relative to the best

nown lower bound are also provided.

This section presents certain numerical results for all

of the instances in the QAPLIB (134 instances) were

calculated with 4 different algorithms which have been

explained in the previous section extensively. The

calculations were made by FORTRAN software which

is available in QAPLIB home page and FORTRAN

codes were modified because the original codes was

not appropriate for solving general sizes in the

instances so the new codes supported different input

size of the matrices. Maximum number of iterations for

GRASP method was set to 100 times and the

parameters   0.25 and   0.5 were initialized. 12

des top computers with processors with Pentium  D

3.00 G z and 960 Mb RAM with windows P 32 bit

as the operating system, were connected to a networ

and all runtimes correspond to the parallelized

processors. Summary of all the experiments with 4

mentioned methods and the existing results in the

literature are shown and compared in Table 1 in

Appendix.

This table s columns, contains five parts. The data

from first part was ta en form QAPLIB home page and

the other parts are the results obtained from the

algorithms. The first part contains 3 columns. First

column is the name of instances, which is abbreviation

of author and size of the instance. The second column

shows the feasible solution for all the instances and the

ones that reached to the optimal solution were mar ed

with (Opt) in gap column and the rest are the best

nown solution. The gaps in between best nown

solution and the currently nown best lower bound

were shown in column number 3. The other 4 parts of

this table contain 3 columns each. The first one is the

obtained feasible solution and the second column

shows the runtime of the solution and the third column

shows the Performance ratio. The best value among

these four algorithms is bolded. The maximum runtime

was set to 1 wee  and if during this 1 wee  the solution

algorithm did not stop, it will drop the process and

record the best now solution obtained by the

algorithm( if there was not any solution, the s uare of

the feasible solution mar ed by ( )) and the runtime

of these processes are shown by (1w). The value of

performance ratio is obtained by dividing the obtained

value with mentioned method by the best nown value

in the QAPLIB web page. If this value is less than one,

it means that the obtained value found is better than the

value in the QAPLIB web page. Otherwise, the values
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which are closer to one are more reliable. In some of

the instances (for example all part b of the Taillard

instances), the volume and amount of data matrices

and the solution were overcloc ed and in these cases,

the compiler was not able to solve the instance. This

problem mostly happens in a few of instances that were

solved by GRASP algorithm. For example all of the

Bur ard instances, the Simulated Annealing method

and both of GRASP algorithms can t find any

solutions. The reason of this case is that the flow and

distance matrices of Bur ard instances are not

symmetric and solving this ind of problem is difficult.

The instances that faced this situation are mar ed with

(N) and also for this ind of problem there is not any

runtime and performance ratio. According to the

results obtained in this research, about 63  of the

solutions in Branch and Bound Algorithm (B&B) were

e ual or closest to QAPLIB solutions which compared

to the other algorithms is the highest percentage. It

shows that the accuracy and efficiency of Branch and

Bound algorithm is at least twice compared to the other

algorithms. The instances which were solved by B&B

method reached the ob ective function value.

The reason for this is that unli e the other methods,

B&B method is an exact algorithm and although it

ta es more time to solve the instances, it will give the

ob ective function value. Based on the average

runtimes of each algorithm that led to a feasible

solution without ta ing the instances that did not attain

a feasible solution in one wee  and stopped into the

consideration, although the best solutions were

obtained by Branch and Bound algorithm, but this

algorithm is dependent to a long runtime and has the

longest runtime for solving the instances among the

other algorithms. The average runtime for this

algorithm is more than 265 minutes per instance. This

amount of runtime can effect to decision for select the

method for QAP. Although the fastest solutions for

instances are obtained by Simulated Annealing (with

the average run time 0.3 second, but only 20  of the

instances reach to best feasible solution by this

algorithm. Both types of Grasp algorithms (Dense and

Sparse) with the average runtime of 3.60 and 3.53

seconds and 35  and 33  of best feasible solutions,

are of the most efficient methods for solving these

problems. owever, for all Bur and Lipa instances,

because of the high volume of data, they do not have a

good performance.

4.

The purpose of this research is to illustrate which of

these four algorithms mentioned in the previous parts

are more suitable for analyzing QABLIB s instances

with respect to runtime. According to the feasible

solution that recorded in table 1, it can be concluded

that, if the runtime is not a priority, the Branch and

Bound algorithm is still one of the best algorithms for

solving these inds of optimization problems, but there

is no guarantee when is the optimal solution achieve.

And if the classification of these algorithms is made

with respect to runtimes, the best method is Simulated

Annealing with the average runtime of 0.3 seconds, but

because this method is a heuristic method, there is no

guarantee to reach the ob ective value. The solution

time can be extremely long for large problem instances.

Therefore it is possible that within a wee  the optimal

solution is not achieved. Thus the B&B algorithm can

be understood not only exact but heuristic method as

well. Obviously if a more powerful processor and

greater volume of Ram is used for this research, it will

lead to a better runtimes.
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